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PASSAGE ONE 

                        

1. From the first paragraph, find three words that indicate that, generally, a smoker does not like 
to be reminded of the dangers of smoking.                                                                         (3marks)                 
 
(i) aggravating    (ii) nagged      (iii) preachers 
 
 
2. Quote the word from the first paragraph that shows the urgency of the advice being given.     
                     (1 mark)  
really 
 
 
3. In your own words, write what the benefit of smoking was originally believed to be. (1mark) 
 
made you less tired 
 
 
4. From the third paragraph, give two facts that research has uncovered about the effects of 
smoking.                                                                                                                             (2 marks) 
 
i)  linked to diseases / linked to lung cancer 
ii) shortens life expectancy 
 
 
5. Give the meanings of the underlined words in the passage.                                          (6 marks) 
 
Shaves         = removes / eliminates 
Astonishing = surprising / remarkable 
Potent          =strong / powerful 
Burden        = something that is oppressive / difficult to bear / problem / trouble / health     
             problem 
grim             = serious / hopeless 
permanent  = forever 
 
 
6. Which two body organs are worst affected by smoking?                                                (1 mark) 
 

i) heart    
ii)  lungs (accept blood vessels / arteries as well) 

 



 
7. Are the following statements about smoking true or false? Give a reason for your answer.                        
*(Accept different wording  for reasons given)               (5 marks) 
 
i) The longest study on the effects of smoking spanned more than half a century. (FALSE) 
because it was a 50-year study. 
 
ii) Research found that smoking causes more harm to men than to women. (FALSE) 
because women lose more (14.5) years of their life than men (13.2). 
 
iii) Smokers under the age of 40 are twice as likely to have a heart attack. (FALSE) 
because they are five times more likely to have a heart attack 
 
iv) Carbon monoxide is much more harmful than nicotine. (FALSE) 
because together with nicotine, it causes harm. 
 
v) Less oxygen in the blood contributes to a heart attack. (TRUE) 
because it puts you at risk of a heart attack. 
 
 
8. From the sixth paragraph, find two separate words that refer to the act of smoking. (2 marks)                        
 
i) puff   ii) inhalation 
 
 
9. What do the words in bold print refer to?                                                                     (2 marks) 
 
i)   it -  advice to stop smoking/nagging        (ii) they - Cuban people 
iii) its - of smoking                                         (iv) their - (of) harmful effects/smoking effects 
 
 
10. In the last paragraph, the author says ‘there is still hope for smokers’. In what two ways is 
there still hope for smokers?                                                                                               (2 marks) 
 

The good news is that smokers can still be saved if they stop smoking rightaway and if they 
keep this up, the harm already caused by smoking may become negligible.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PASSAGE TWO                      (25 marks) 
 

1.  From the first paragraph, give four pieces of evidence that the town of Oberammergau is an 
attraction between the months of May and October                                                           (4 marks) 

 
i) site of an international invasion 
ii)  teeming  with visitors 
iii)  hotels will be packed 

      iv) brisk business in souveniers 
 
 
2. From the first paragraph, provide two pieces of evidence that during the rest of the year, 
Oberammergau is a very quiet and remote village.                                                             (2marks) 

 
i)   inhabitants have yet to emerge from hibernation 
ii)  streets are deserted 
iii) four hours to trundle (also to be accepted) 
 
 
3. Give two negative effects of staging the passion play.                                                  (2 marks) 
 
i)   conflicts in families 
ii)  furious debates between the Jews and Christians / religions 
 
 
4. In your own words, explain how the passion play came about.                                      (2marks) 
 
The people of the village made a vow to God to perform the play after so many people died 
of the plague. 
 
 
5.What two difficulties do the actors face?                                                                          (1 mark) 
 
i) Cold weather  (ii) long / late rehearsals / actors will be tired 
 
 
6. What five facts do we learn about Christian Stückl ?                                                    (5 marks) 
(Accept any 5) 

i)     sociable / popular / gossiping / making them laugh 
      ii)       smoker 
     iii)      first directed the play in 1990 / age 27 

iv)     trained as a sculptor 



v)     directed the Volkstheatrer in Munich 
vi)       directed the openoing world cup ceremony in Germany 
vii)        he is 47 
viii)  his third time in charge 
ix)       professional director 

 
 
7. Which word does the author use to associate Stückl with an animal?                   (1 mark) 
 
Prowls 
 
 
8. From the last four paragraphs, find words which mean the same as:                          (3marks) 
 
i)   religious – pious                                                (iv) shared - joint 
ii)  weather conditions – elements/freezing/cold            (v) imitators - impersonators 
iii) ghostly – spooky/slightly spooky thing                    (vi) supervised – oversaw/in charge 
 
 
9. What do you understand by he comes from old Oberammergau stock ?                       (3marks) 
 

his origins / whole family / ancestors are from Oberammergau 
 
 
10. In your own words, explain‘He is to Germans what David Beckham has been to the English’.                                                                                                           
                   (2 marks)     
One trait (ability or achievement) common in both personalities 
 

 

WRITING TASK              (10 marks) 

 

A local drama group is putting up a play at  San Anton Gardens  next Sunday at 7.30pm. 

Imagine you are Julian who lives at 27, St Joseph Street, Balzan. Write a letter to your best 

friend Marie, in which you invite her to join you to attend this production, telling her also why 

she will enjoy the evening. 

Write between 60 and 80 words. 

 

3 marks – ideas/content (invitation, reasons for enjoying evening)   

7 marks – accuracy (address, date, greeting, spelling, grammar, closure) 


